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ABSTRACT: 
 
At the time of a large earthquake, property collapse (e.g., building collapse and street blockage) will obstruct emergency activities (e.g., 
firefighting activity and ambulance service) and cause the expansion of secondary damage. For reducing the secondary damage of a 
large earthquake, it is important to assess the accessibility of emergency activity under property collapse. However, the accessibility 
index, which can evaluate the emergency activity considering the effect of property collapse, is not developed nor applied in actual 
urban area. In this paper, we propose the street network accessibility: indices of assessing the movement of emergency vehicles. Then, 
we construct a simulation model that describes property collapse and the movement of emergency vehicles. Performing the simulation 
in Tokyo Metropolitan Area, we evaluate the damage of each building/street and assess the street network accessibility after a large 
earthquake. Finally, analysing the relationships among indices, we indicate that it is important to evaluate the street network 
accessibility from multiple viewpoints.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, we have experienced many natural disasters in 
Japan. As it is predicted that there is a 70% possibility of an 
earthquake directly hitting Tokyo within the next 30 years, it is 
assumed that large-scale disaster will continue to happen 
(Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2017).  
 
At the time of a large earthquake, it is presumed that the street 
blockage, which is caused by building collapse, will obstruct the 
emergency activity (e.g., firefighting activity and ambulance 
service) and cause the expansion of secondary damage. For 
reducing the secondary damage, it is especially important to 
ensure that emergency vehicles can arrive to the destination 
within the first 72 hours after a disaster happened (FEMA, 2011). 
For ensuring the certainty of emergency activity, we need to 
assess the accessibility of emergency activity (e.g., arrival status, 
travel distance, and the safety of the movement) under the 
property collapse (e.g., street blockage and building collapse). 
 
A large body of studies have been carried out to assess the 
accessibility of emergency activity under disaster situation. For 
instance, Iida (1999) proposes road network reliability R, which 
is a probability that there exists at least one path without 
disruption or heavy delay to a given destination within a given 
time period. Although this index can evaluate arrival status of 
emergency activity, it cannot assess the movement of emergency 
vehicles itself.  Moreover, they did not apply this index in actual 
urban area. Tokyo Metropolitan Government (2018) estimated 
Community Earthquake Risk in Tokyo Metropolitan Area. 
Community Earthquake Risk is combined risk of property 
collapse risk (the number of collapsed building and burned-down 
building) and emergency response difficulty (the easiness of 
emergency activity conduction).  Since they estimate the risks 
with simplified method, the effects of property collapse on 
emergency activity is not considered enough. As above, few 
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studies evaluate accessibility of emergency activity by making 
full use of information obtained by a detailed simulation model, 
which estimates property collapse of each building / street and 
the movement of emergency vehicles. Analysing the movement 
of emergency vehicles from multiple viewpoints, it is expected 
that we can evaluate the influence of property damage on 
emergency activities after a large earthquake more in detail. 
 
In this paper, we propose a novel index, which evaluates the 
safety of the movement of emergency vehicles. First, we define 
the street network accessibility composed of three indices for 
assessing the movement of emergency vehicles. Then, we 
construct a simulation model, which consists of the following two 
sub-models: (I) property collapse model to describe building 
collapse and street blockage; and (II) emergency behaviour 
model. In emergency behaviour model, emergency vehicle 
chooses the time-dependent shortest route considering the 
location of street blockage at the time of a large earthquake. 
Finally, using the simulation model, we evaluate the street 
network accessibility in Tokyo Metropolitan Area after a large 
earthquake. Furthermore, analysing the relationships among 
indices using spatial distributions and scatter diagrams, we 
indicate the importance of accessibility assessment of emergency 
activity from multiple viewpoints.  
 

2. ESTIMATION METHOD OF STREET NETWORK 
ACCESSIBILITY 

2.1 Definition of Street Network Accessibility 

In this paper, we evaluate the street network accessibility with 
following indices: (1) Local Accessibility (LA); (2) Travel Time 
Increment (TTI); and (3) Local Access Possibility (LAP).  
 
Local Accessibility (LA) is the ratio of emergency vehicles which 
can access to buildings in total (defined below). 
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𝐿𝐴# = 1 −
𝑠𝑖	∙	𝛿𝑖𝑖∈𝑅a
𝑠𝑖𝑖∈𝑅a

,  (1) 	

 
where Ra is a set of buildings in region a, si is the area of building 
i (m2), δi is the arrival status with a value of 1 when emergency 
vehicle can access to building i and 0 when not. 
 
Since LA is the index, which only evaluates the arrival status of 
emergency activity, we propose Travel Time Increment (TTI) and 
Local Access Possibility (LAP) to assess the efficiency and the 
safety of the emergency vehicles’ movement. In this paper, we 
define the efficiency as the ability of emergency vehicles to reach 
the destination without taking a long detour and the safety as the 
access possibility that emergency vehicles can access to each 
building under different case of property collapse. 
 
TTI is increment ratio of travel time between the cases 
with/without street blockage (defined below). By this index, we 
can evaluate the efficiency of emergency vehicles’ movement. 
 

𝑇𝑇𝐼1 =
𝛿𝑖∙𝑇𝑖

′ 𝑇𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑎
𝛿𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑎

,  (2) 

 
where Ra is a set of buildings in region a, Ti is travel time to 
building i at normal period (min), T’i is travel time to building i 
after a large earthquake (min), δi is the arrival status with a value 
of 1 when emergency vehicle can access to building i and 0 when 
not. 
 
In this paper, we propose LAP as the index to evaluate the safety 
of emergency vehicles’ movement to building i after a large 
earthquake as follows: 
 

𝐿𝐴𝑃# = 1 −
𝑠𝑖	∙	𝑝𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑎
𝑠𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑎

, (3) 

 
𝑝6 = 1 − 𝑞88∈9: ,  (4)	

 
where Ra is a set of buildings in region a, si is area of building i 
(m2), pi is access possibility in which emergency vehicles can 
access from emergency transportation roads to building i, Li is a 
set of streets on the time-dependent shortest route to building i, 
and qj is probability that street j is blocked. 
 
2.2 Overview of Emergency Activity Simulation Model 

To evaluate the street network accessibility, it is necessary to 
estimate the movements of emergency vehicles at the time of a 
large earthquake. Figure 1 shows an overview of the simulation 
model that we developed. This model consists of the following 
two sub-models: (I) property collapse model to describe building 
collapse and street blockage; and (II) emergency behaviour 
model.  
 
2.2.1 Property Collapse Model: We estimate the property 
collapse (building collapse and street blockage) to consider its 
effect on the emergency activity. 
 
The probability of building collapse PR(PGV) is estimated from 
the value of Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), the structure material 
(wood, reinforced-concrete, or steel) and the construction year of 
a building (Murao and Yamazaki, 2000). 
 

𝑃; 𝑃𝐺𝑉 = ϕ ?@ ABC DE
F

, (5) 

 

Figure 1. Overview of simulation model 

 
where ϕ ( ) is a cumulative distribution function, λ and ζ are the 
average and the standard deviation of ln(PGV), respectively; they 
vary according to the structure material and the construction year 
of a building. Then, we determine the state of a building 
(collapsed or not collapsed) by comparing the probability of 
building collapse PR(PGV) with a generated uniform random 
number. 
 
We use the model proposed by MLIT (2003) to estimate the 
blockage of streets. The probability of street blockage Pb(W) on 
a street of width W (m) is estimated as the probability that 
buildings along the street generate debris which blocks a street. 
 

𝑃G 𝑊 = 1 − 1 − 𝑓6 𝑊6∈B , (6) 
 
where fi(W) is the probability that the debris of collapsed building 
i outflows to the street (Figure 2 (iii)) and G is the set of roadside 
buildings that generate the debris. Hirokawa and Osaragi (2016) 
describe the details of these models. 
 

Figure 2. Estimation of property collapse 
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2.2.2 Emergency Behaviour Model: Figure 3 shows the 
overview of the emergency behaviour model. We construct the 
emergency behaviour model of activities such as firefighting 
activity or ambulance service. In these activities, emergency 
vehicles are required to arrive at a destination as soon as possible. 
Therefore, we assume that emergency vehicles choose the time-
dependent shortest route to a destination.  
 

Figure 3. Overview of the emergency behaviour model 

 
We describe the emergency behaviour of each vehicle that moves 
from any of major streets to a destination1. It is assumed that we 
know the street network and the location on street blockages 
initially. We use Dijkstra’s algorithm to search the time-
dependent shortest route (Dijkstra, 1959). 
 
Although emergency activity is mainly conducted by emergency 
vehicle (emergency activity), it is also conducted by emergency 
responder (pedestrian activity) in following situations; 
 
・	 When it is difficult to access to a destination only by an 

emergency vehicle.  
・	 When it is faster to access to a destination by an 

emergency responder than an emergency vehicle. 
 
Since it is unrealistic to change the activity types (vehicle activity 
and pedestrian activity) repeatedly, we assume the change of 
activity type is done at most once. Emergency activity is 
conducted by minimizing the travel time (Ti) from any of major 
streets to building i. The travel time (Ti) is described as the 
following Equation 7. 
 

	𝑇6 = 𝑇J + 𝑡J6,  (7) 
 
where Ti is the travel time from any of major streets to building i, 
Tn is the shortest travel time from any of major streets to node n 
by emergency vehicle, tni is the shortest travel time from node n 
to building i by emergency responder, and n is any node in region 
a. 
 
The transportation speed of each street is defined with activity 
types (vehicles activity and pedestrian activity) and width of 
street2.  
                                                                    
1  The aim of this paper is to evaluate the accessibility of 

emergency activity in areas surrounded by emergency 
transportation roads. Therefore, it is assumed that the 
emergency transportation road will not be blocked and its 
influence is excluded from the discussion of this paper. 

Since we consider the influence of property collapse at the time 
of a large earthquake, emergency vehicles are trapped in a street, 
or forced to take a large detour during emergency behaviour due 
to blocked streets. It is also presumed that they are trapped in a 
street if there are no routes to a destination.  
 

3. CASE STUDY: ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT IN 
TOKYO METROPOLITAN AREA 

3.1 Study Area and Assumptions in Simulation  

Performing an emergency activity simulation, we estimate the 
property collapse in Tokyo Metropolitan Area (Figure 4), and 
evaluate the street network accessibility from emergency 
transportation roads3 to each building. Since the purpose of this 
paper is to evaluate the street network accessibility, we do not 
consider the population distribution in the study area. 
 
To clarify the differences of simulation results among areas, the 
street network accessibility is averaged in a spatial unit 
surrounded by emergency transportation roads (Figure 4). 
 
The building data used in simulations are based on the land use 
survey conducted by Tokyo Metropolitan Government in 2011, 
and the street data (as of 2014) are provided by the Tokyo Fire 
Department. Some attributes of buildings and streets are prepared 
beforehand (Figure 4) (Hirokawa and Osaragi, 2016). We set 
transportation speed of each street referring to laws and 
regulations (Table 5) (MLIT, 2018; Japan Society of Traffic 
Engineers, 1984; Japan Road Association, 1970). 

 

Figure 4. Study Area 

 

2  In the emergency behaviour model, the congestion of each 
street or the existence of collapsed building’s debris on each 
street are not considered. 

3 To ensure passage of emergency vehicles immediately after the 
disaster,  MLIT designate national highway, general national 
roads, and some major roads as emergency transportation road. 
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 Vehicle 
activity 

Pedestrian 
activity 

12.0 m ≦W 60.0 km/h 5.0 km/h 
6.0 m ≦ W < 12.0 m 40.0 km/h 5.0 km/h 

W < 6.0 m 20.0 km/h 5.0 km/h 

Table 5. Transportation speed on a street j, whose width is W m. 

 
To consider the effects of the variance of property collapse in 
each case, we prepare 100 cases of property collapse and execute 
a simulation for each case to evaluate the street network 
accessibility. To exclude the influence of the ground 
characteristics and the epicenter location, Peak Ground Velocity 
(PGV) is fixed at 66 cm/s. 
 
3.2 Spatial Distribution of Property Collapse Indices 

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the spatial distribution of building 
collapse risk (the ratio of collapsed buildings to total number of 
buildings) and street blockage risk (the ratio of blocked streets to 
total number of streets). The value of each index is high in the 
eastern part of Tokyo, especially in densely built-up wooden 
residential area (areas 1,2, and 3). This is because these areas tend 
to have an unfavourable local environment from the viewpoint of 
vulnerability to a large earthquake. For instance, there is a dense 
distribution of old wooden buildings and narrow streets (Figure 
9).  
 

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of building collapse risk 
 

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of street blockage risk 
 (emergency vehicles cannot pass, passible width: 4m) 

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of street blockage risk  
(emergency responder cannot pass, passible width: 0m) 

 

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of old wooden building ratio; the 
ratio of old wooden building ratio to total number of buildings 

 
3.3 Spatial Distribution of Street Network Accessibility 

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the spatial distribution of the street 
network accessibility. LA remarks high value in all parts of 
Tokyo Metropolitan Area (Figure 10). In other words, emergency 
vehicles can access to the most parts of Tokyo. On the other hand, 
TTI and LAP remark worse value in eastern part of Tokyo, 
especially in areas 1, 2, and 3 (Figures 11 and 12). In these areas, 
street blockage risk also indicates low value (Figures 7, 8, 13, and 
14). It shows the difficulty of securing the street network 
accessibility in areas with high property collapse risk. 
 
As mentioned in Section 2, TTI and LAP are the indices to assess 
the movement of emergency vehicles, whereas LA is the index to 
evaluates the arrival status of emergency activity. By TTI and 
LAP, we can assess the movement of emergency vehicles from 
two viewpoints; the efficiency and the safety. Figure 16 shows 
the spatial distribution of normalized residuals from single liner 
regression model of LAP. Values of normalized residual tend to 
be negative in areas 1, 2, and 3(e.g., area B) and positive in the 
central area of eastern part of Tokyo (e.g., area A). Namely, 
compared with the value of TTI, LAP remarks relatively good 
value in area A and bad value in area B. That is, since emergency 
vehicles approach the destination via streets with high street 
blockage risk, the safety of the emergency vehicles’ movement is 
worse in area B than area A. In other words, analysing the 
movement of emergency vehicles not only by TTI but also by 
LAP, it is possible to evaluate the influence of property damage 
on emergency activities after a large earthquake more in detail. 
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Figure 10. Spatial distribution of LA 

 

Figure 11. Spatial distribution of TTI 

 

Figure 12. Spatial distribution of LAP 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of street blockage risk and TTI 

Figure 14. Comparison of street blockage risk and LAP 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of TTI and LAP 

 

Figure 16. Spatial distribution of standardized residuals from 
simple liner regression model of LAP 

 
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

To assess the movement of emergency vehicles under the 
property collapse, we proposed the street network accessibility 
and constructed a simulation model that describes property 
collapse and the movement of emergency vehicles. In this model, 
we described the movement of emergency vehicles from any 
major streets to a building. Emergency vehicles were assumed to 
choose the time-dependent shortest route to a building with the 
location of street blockages. Using this model, it was possible to 
describe the movement of emergency vehicles including those 
trapped in a street or forced to take a large detour due to blocked 
streets. 
 
Performing the simulation in Tokyo Metropolitan Area, we 
evaluated the damage of each building/street and calculated 
property collapse risk and the street network accessibility for 
each spatial unit surrounded by emergency transportation roads. 
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Furthermore, we analysed the relationships among indices using 
spatial distributions and scatter diagrams. Local Accessibility 
(LA) remarked high value in all parts of Tokyo. On the other hand, 
Travel Time Increment (TTI) and Local Access Possibility (LAP) 
remarked worse value in the eastern part of Tokyo, especially in 
areas with high street blockage risk. Furthermore, analysing the 
movement of emergency vehicles from multiple viewpoints, by 
TTI and LAP, we demonstrated that it was possible to evaluate 
the influence of property damage on emergency activities after a 
large earthquake more clearly. 
 
In future work, we will attempt to analyse the relationship 
between the street network accessibility and local characteristic 
and identify appropriate strategies to improve the street network 
accessibility, which differ according to the local environment of 
each area. 
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